Theresa
Long The idea of
losing some of what I’ve
worked so hard to get
motivates me out the
door no matter what
the weather!

RUN
WITH
US!
This week,
we asked:
What inspires
you to run in
the cold?
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June
Hughes
Easy: being a
role model for
my kids!

Donna
Parsons
Looking forward to
preparing for that next
event whether it’s a
local 5k or a half
marathon.

Patricia Hoobin
Running has been a
life saver for me. There is
something about running that
removes you from the turmoil of life.
It takes you beyond youself. When
I am pounding the pavement I am
in a different world, it is just me
and nature. I am one with the
animals as I run along a
country road.

Carlos
Semprun Testing ourselves in
terms of love and
training.

Liz Borrett
Motivation is fueled
by connecting with other
runner that are committed
to maintaining their running base. We keep the
fun in the run.

Jill Murray
I motivate myself
by reminding myself
that ‘this is where I
want to be’.

Maureen
Peniuk To keep
myself fit and
healthy!

EachCoach.com/goal

Kim Walker
My dad’s death
from a heart attack
at the young age
of 58 keeps me
moving.
Cynthia
O’Halloran
I am inspired by the group
that I run with. Each of us
has our daily challenges —
either work or family —
that have the potential
to interfere with
our running.

Elaine Domsy
Cousins I always
get that, “You run in the
winter!!????” comment from
non-runners. Running year
round for a diehard runner is
just a change of clothes and
adapting to a few more
safety concerns.

Tim Wood
There is a certain
beauty and peace in doing
an easy run in the rain and/or
cold. (You still get wet) It has
a calming effect, and brings
me happiness that money
cannot buy.

shoe of the week
Altra
The One

Kelli
McRobert
Counting down to
my next race keeps
me moving!

Lili Caron
Gearing up, and
listening to the running
playlist I was listening
to when I participated
in my second
10K race.

Don Flaig
I would never do
20K at 20 below if
my running pals
weren’t doing it,
too!

It’s a fact: You’re more likely to stick to
your goals if you declare them in public.
Bernard Albert
After completing
this summer’s Ironman in Mont-Tremblant, I’m looking
to qualify for the
Boston Marathon.
Target time: 3:25
Sarah Arsenault
Sub 4-marathon
for BMO 2015
Susan Arsenault
Half marathon in
June.
Mike Aubin 3:10
Jamie Blunsdon
Starting to compete in triathalons
Dominique
Boutin Faster,
Faster, Faster.
Three half marathons this year.
Elizabeth Buhler
To run the Ft.
Langley 10K in 45
minutes
Regan Canie A
December 10K is
next on my running
to-do list!
Rose Castro To
have 60 half mara-

thons under my belt
by the time I turn
60. I’m 56 and became a Half-Fanatic
in 2012 (HF#3498).
April Eaton To
maintain fitness
& not get injured.
Next year...RAGNAR
Trella Garcia Another PB 1:50 for
the half marathon
Patrick Girard
To run a sub-3:10
marathon in Ottawa in May.
Fran Hiltz To complete a half marathon in 2 hours, 25
minutes.
Shyam Kannam
The full marathon
Stephen Lane Exceed Boston Qualifying time by 15
minutes. See you
there in 2016!
Wayne Little Full
marathon!
Reita MacDonald
Making the Rock ‘n’
Roll half marathon

in Vancouver my
annnual half!
Ken Mark Commence organizing
a team of runners
in Edmonton to run
regularly until February and then all
run the Hypo half
marathon
Tammy McDonald
30K Around the
Bay!!
Hannah Stevens
To stay in shape
and continue running. Three years
ago I was almost
300 pounds and
doctors told me I
would be in a wheel
chair by the time I
was 50. I decided
there and then
that it was time to
put the focus on
my health and not
put it on the back
burner anymore.
Kathleen Yanke
Boston qualifier
in next year’s Vancouver marathon.

Where all that progress leads.

Leona Wade
What gets me out
the door? Knowing
that I can eat or drink
whatever I want after
because I worked
out !

WHAT THIS IS
EachCoach is an engine for setting,
sharing and achieving your fitness
goals with runners across Canada.
If you’d like to run with us, sign up today at

Nathalie
Viau My friend
Johanne!! 4 times a
week we meet, run,
talk and feel so
good after!!

Leanne Loney
When the temps drop
my inspiration comes from
the Defi 100 milles en 100
jours. It is an online group in
Northern Quebec that has a
goal of moving 1.6K every
day for 100 days starting Dec. 1st.

Cate
Mccormick
When it is rainy and cold
what motivated me to run
is that... I Can run, there are
people out there who are unable to lace up their sneakers anymore: I am running for them.

Andrew
Jacobs It is the
next race that inspires
me. The marathon in
April or May that
keeps me motivated to run.

Catherine
Berry I feel better at
62 than I did at 52. And
inspired by all the people
who have helped me get
my health and fitness
back together.

Set a goal

goal accomplished

Phillip Day At
77, having a wife 29
years younger and a young
(step) daughter in university wanting to stay around for many
more years with them. It gets
me out the door to run, staves
off the altzheimers and
keeps other ailments
away.

Allan
Smith
I run to be better
in all that I do.

Fernando
Heleno As winter
begins to bear down, I immediately sign up for some
winter races (there are some
good one’s). Always having
a race coming up within
8-10 weeks keeps
me running.

Mike Brush
Schedule a spring
race and there is
no need to think,
just repair

Lori Dunstan
To honour hero Cpl.
Nathan Cirillo, who was
from Hamilton, and am excited to wear our country’s
colours and his name as well
as fellow hero Patrice
Vincent. Canada
Strong!

Lillian Sveen
Seeing people running on a snowy cold day
and knowing how great
they are going to feel
when they get to
the end of their
work out.

Carolyn
Pleasance
Registering for a
spring race is
the best!

Rick Swift
I’m inspired by the
growing number of runners
who are older than me and
I’m 67. My Reach the Beach
200 mile relay team in September had six guys older
than me. Age is just a
state of mind.

Ned Gelinas
The body’s incredible ability to do what
we want it to. Well done,
puny human. Keep
pushing and making
new goals.

Mike Thornton
Desire. A desire to get
better. A desire to constantly keep tweaking little
imperfections to make the best
version of myself possible. It
doesn’t have to happen quickly, but if I’m consistent and
passionate, I find
results.

Shereen
Thompson
Winter weight gain is
enough to get my keester
moving. Besides, coffee
tastes so good after a
frigid long run.

Joseph Emas
If I could ask my 25
year old self if he thought
my 60 year old self would be
running my 7th Boston Marathon at 60, my 25 year old
self would have laughed
in disbelief!

Jim
Walker No
bugs and cool
weather

Tania
Mattes
I think about that I am
fortunate enough to do
so and will continue to
do it for those who
can’t.

Pamela Bottos Sweet taste of accomplishment: New York Marathon! Hahaha!
Hassan Afshar
Good to see how
runners care for
each other more
than themselves.
Rob Black Positive
energy. We raised
$20,000 for the
Gambade Medical
Clinic in Haiti.
Philip Blew Ran my
first 5K. Thanks
to my family who
supported me!
Scott Brown 3:43,
which is 37 minutes faster than my
last marathon.
Daniel Burke I
rocked it with a
3:58!
Marie Cannon I finished in a time that
had been my goal
when I started 16
months ago!
Giselle Carlson Ran
New York City Sunday. I was one of 20
runners from Canada to march in the
parade of nations.
I had goosebumps.
And yes I cried.
Andrew Peaker
Colette DeJean We
came in just under
4 hours and ran a
negative split.
Mark Cross Well,
that didn’t go as
well as I’d hoped.
I will eventually
qualify for Boston.
Mark Cunningham
If you put your
mind to it you can

Each week, we pair a member with a new pair of sneakers.

do anything you
want!!!!
Lori Fernandes
Went very well
with the exception
of not being able to
walk properly for a
couple of days.
Elaine Fischer
My girls and I did
amazing.
Charlotte Flewelling A PB at Legs
for Literacy!
Faye Goldman My
goal was 3:35.
And I finished in
3:34:56!
Kris Graci Felt
great about helping another runner; my thoughts
are with the family
of the runner who
collapsed.
Mike Hsiao I broke
my record at the
Rock ‘n’ Roll half. I
just kept going.
Kevin Imrie My
goal was 3:30 and
I made it (almost)
3:30:04 (those 4
sec are annoying).
Elizabeth Lovria
Beautiful views,
great course and
fantastic volunteers.
Marty Mako Hard
work pays off. Mission accomplished!
John Mallia I suffered major leg
cramping at 36K,
but still a respectable finish at 4:32.

Lisa Mikolich It was
windy. It was hard.
The special part
was my brother ran
with me to the finish line.
Matt Oliphant I
set a goal of 1:40
and beat that by 4
minutes.
Kim Parkes-Hallmark My sister,
Hilleree ValadeKubar, and I met
our goal for our
first 10K!
Kara Percy Tiffany
Cliche and Kara
Percy ran the half
marathon!
Daisy Rajaratnam
My goal was to
get that gorgeous
medal and I did.
Tracy Reed My
strength from running comes from
my family who
supports me with
the crazy passion.
Shannon Roberts
Ran the whole 5K.
No walking!
Ksenija Sostaric
Outside was cold,
but everyone radiated great spirits.
Bernardine Thompson Well, I did it...I
beat my time of
last year: 51:58.
Wendy Tokeson WE
DID IT! Four marathon virgins are
virgins no more!
Maryanne Turner
Didn’t reach my
goal of a sub-4
hour marathon, but
I beat my spring
marathon time
4:10:10 to 4:06:42
Pretty happy.
Chris Webster
Achieved my goal
of a sub 4-hour
marathon.
Michael Williams I
nailed my Boston
Qualifier. I’m SO
happy all the hard
work paid off.
Kudos to the excellent volunteers.

this
’s
week :
winner
Claudia
Taboada

Claudia Taboada, 46, is from Montreal and runs marathon. A former labour and employment
lawyer, Taboada was asked what inspires her to run. This is how she responded: ‘’My autistic
son Nicolas and the fact that running enables me to keep physically and mentally strong to
navigate the ups and downs of being the parent of a special needs child. When I got my son’s
autism diagnosis, my life was turned upside down. Running gave me back my life. Running
is my sanctuary, the ‘’me time’’ that enables me to cope with my son’s diagnosis every day.
Although I apprehend my son’s future, I’m no longer paralyzed with fear of the unknown
because running is now and will always be part of my journey.’’ It is with great pleasure that
we’re presenting Taboada with a new pair of Altra sneakers, which she plans on wearing in
the Scotiabank Montreal 21K charity challenge. She’s helped generate over $100,000 for
Montreal’s Giant Steps School for autistic children so far.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

